GOVERNOR ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

KAREN CLARK  Chair of FGB, Teaching and Learning, Attendance, Maths, GDPR, Head Teacher Performance Management Appeal, Mental Health, LAC, SMSC/PHSE
HELEN KELK  Head, Mental Health, DSL
SHAYAD MAHMOOD  Vice Chair of FGB, Chair of Resources, HT Performance Management, Health and Safety, Finance, Geography, British Values
MARK BOOTON  SEND, English, HT Performance Management
IAN WHITEHEAD  PE, HT Performance Management, Pupil Premium, History
RAHMA SALAH  LPPA, Phonics, Safeguarding
ASIF ZAMAN  Safeguarding/Prevent
SANDRA TAYLOR  EYFS, LPPA
RAFSAN CHOWDHURY  Science, ICT
SARA TENNANT  Staff Governor
ANDREA HEWITT  Data